
 

                                   Revision Worksheet 4 

                             Subject - English  

___________________      ___Class_- III___________________________  

A. Tick the correct option:-  

1. The Amazon is the largest river in the world. (Choose the correct 

proper noun)  

2. Women, train, mango are examples of ______ noun.  

3.Nouns that we can count are called ______ nouns.  

4. Nouns that we cannot count are called uncountable nouns. 

(True/False)  

5. Choose the correct word to fill in the blanks-  

 ______bottle of oil.  

6. _______ nouns are group names for a group of people, animals or 

things.  

7. Choose the correct collective noun from the sentence given below-  

You need a dozen bananas for this recipe.  

8. Write the correct collective noun for -fish    

9. Write the correct collective noun for -cows   

 10. Write the correct collective noun for- 

birds  

  

11. Write the correct collective noun for the insects- bees, butterflies, 

flies.  

 12. Write the correct collective noun for -horses, monkeys  



 

 13. Write the correct collective noun to complete the sentence-  I 

brought a _____ of flowers.  

14. The correct collective noun for- lions 

 15. The correct collective noun for- ants 

16. Who is the speaker of these lines of the poem- "The Scarecrow"?  

I'd never try to harm them;  

I wish that they could see  

17. Choose the correct one-  

a. _______ honest man. (A/An)  

18. Write the correct article to complete the sentence-  It's 

raining. Take ___umbrella.  

19. Choose the correct sentence-  

a. A chess is my favourite game  

b. An chess is my favourite game  

c. Chess is my favourite game.  

20. Complete the sentence correctly-  

A ________ of rabbits live in our field.  

21. In the sentence below choose the correct countable noun-  

My grandmother likes to drink tea.  

22. Choose the correct collective noun to fill in the blanks-  

Leela has a _____ of dogs.  



 

23. Complete the sentence-  It is ____ amazing idea.  

24. An is used before a _____ sound.  

25. The correct meaning of the word- 'distant' is  

26. The scarecrow's face _____ birds.  

27. The correct homophone for the word- 'fair' is  

28. The correct homophone for the word- 'blew' is blue. True or False  

29. The correct short form of the expression 'you will is- 

30. Write the following sentence correctly- this is my grandfathers car 

31. Can the scarecrow really harm birds?  

 

                         Revision Worksheet-4- Answer Key  

1.  Amazon        

2.  common noun  

3. countable       

4.  True  

5. A            

6. Collective  

7. dozen    

8. school , shoal 

9. herd  

10. flock          



 

11. swarm  

12. troop          

13. bouquet       

14. pride          

15. colony        

16. Scarecrow           

17. An honest man  

18. an           

19. Chess is my favourite game.  

20. A colony of rabbits live in our field.  

21. Grandmother  

22. pack              

23. It is an amazing idea.  

24.  vowel          

25. far away  

26. scares          

27. fare  

28. True      

29. you'll        

30. This is my grandfather's car.  

31. No 


